The fundamental theorem of the title refers to a spectral resolution for the 
INTRODUCTION
It may be imagined that everything worth saying about the applications to be made in this paper has already been said. In spite of this, we present herein the development of a matrix formalism which admits a concise analysis and presentation of general solutions, as well as providing a new insight into their structure. For example, the existence of Green's function in the cases we consider is not surprising, but the explicit representation of these functions in spectral form, and in the generality we are able to cope with, seems to be new.
Let C, denote the complex vector space of column n-vectors of complex numbers, and let C,,, be the space of m X n complex matrices. If f is a continuous function of a real variable with values in C, and A,,A,, . . . ,A, E C nXn* we consider the differential equation A,u+A,u(') 
where the indices denote differentiation with respect to the independent real variable t. As is very well known, the general solution of the special case u(')=Au, A E CnXn, can be written u(t) = e*'c, where c E C, is a vector of n arbitrary constants. If A has the Jordan normal form J and A = X./X -l, then the general solution can be written u(t) = Xe%, where d E C,, and the columns of X can be interpreted as eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors of A. Furthermore, a solution of ZL (i)=Au+f which is zero at t=a is given by
u(t)=/k"('+')f(~)d~ a
or, what is equivalent, the vector valued Green function for the initial value problem [2, Sec. II.71 is e A(f-')=Xe'('-')X-'. We are going to show that these results generalize directly to the equation (1).
In order to do this, we develop in Sets. 3 and 4 the fundamental theorem of matrix theory referred to in the title. The line of proof and the conclusions are generalizations of those developed by the author in [7] , or in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 of [8] , where the results are confined to the case of linear elementary divisors for the eigenvalues. For the solution of the differential equations this meant that solutions with a "polynomial part" were not admitted; all solutions were linear combinations of exponential functions. By removing that restriction we bring the matrix theoretic approach to a more satisfactory conclusion. It should also be remarked that the homogeneous equation considered in the next section has been treated in some detail by Duffin [3] .
THE HOMOGENEOUS EQUATION
With the differential operator of (1) (2)
In the case L(h) = -hZ + A (associatd with u(l) = Au) the definition yields
so that the Jordan chain is just the more familiar set of generalized eigenvectors used to span a cyclic invariant subspace of A [4, p. 184] and, incidentally, to construct the matrix defining the reduction of A to Jordan normal form by a similarity transformation. For the present analysis, the significance of the Jordan chain is that there correspond k linearly independent solutions of the homogeneous problem L(D)u = 0 to a chain of length k, namely, the functions
(see [9] and p. 324 of [5] ). If we now define the matrix Xi E Cnxk with columns x i, x s, . . . , xk and define Ui( t) similarly to have columns ui( t), . . . , uk( t), then it is important for our purposes to note that
where.& isthe "Jordanblock"_Zi=h,Z+H,
Thus, thematrix vi(t) may be viewed as an n x k matrix solution of the differential equation. Furthermore, the algebraic relation corresponding to L(D) Ui (t) = 0 is A&+A,X,J,+~-.
Now it can be shown (as in [9] ) that to every elementary divisor (A -4)k of L(X) corresponds a Jordan chain of length k. Furthermore, the union of all sets of solutions { ui 
Note that X is, in general, a rectangular matrix whose columns are members of Jordan chains for L. The matrix J is to be seen as a Jordan matrix associated with L. We can now state 
R=A+JRTB=O. (10)
We claim that the columns of R can now be identified with the Jordan chains of the transposed h-matrix, A '+ B 'A. To see this, observe that A TR + B TRJT=O, and follow the same argument as applied to (9 
Proof.
The existence of Q and R and the first of the relations (11) follow from the above construction and, in particular, the definition of R. The second relation follows on premultiplying (9) by R T, From the relations (11) we deduce that R T (A + BA)Q = IX -J, and (12) follows immediately.
n Note that for a regular h-matrix A + BA one is assured of the existence of linearly independent chains for each elementary divisor. This is not the case for A-matrices of higher degree. Even though the columns of Ui on the left of (3) are linearly independent functions of t, the columns of Xi may well be dependent. Examples can be found in [9] .
THE FYNDAMENTAL THEOREM
In the next section we shall formulate a Green's function for the initial value problem associated with L(D)u = f, and to do this, we shall need analogues of (11) and (12) for the regular h-matrix problem of general degree. We obtain these results by analysis of a linear problem which is equivalent in the sense that it has the same associated Jordan matrix. This linearization can be achieved in several different ways. For our purposes we find a significant advantage in that followed by the author in [I and [B] . (The nearest competitor seems to be that used by Baumgartel [l, p. 3251 Let Qi E C, x k be built up from a Jordan chain of A + Bh as described in Sec. 3; partition Qt into n x k blocks, 
We now reexamine the first of the conditions (II), from which, as we have seen, the second condition and Eq. (12) follow very easily. Using (13), (14), and (16) 
Now with any unilateral function P: C,,,,+ C, Xn defined by P(U) = 2i,oP, U' we can associate a bilateral function and coefficients in the principal part of the Laurent expansion about an eigenvalue are often of interest. All this information is contained in our expansion. It has also been developed in [9] , but in that case the columns of X and Y are constructed by examination of the Smith normal form for L(h). In that work the hypothesis that L(A) is regular was not required.
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Proof of the theorem.
We apply our lemma to the X-matrix A + BX with A, B defined by (13). Supp ose i, j = 1,2 that C = (A + Bh) -' has n X n partitions Cii for from which it follows that X(Zh'-'+Jh'-2+. . . +Jz-l)yT,Al-l and hence the conclusion.
THE NONHOMOGENEOUS EQUATION
We first make a natural extension of the theory for one scalar equation (Birkhoff and Rota, [2] , p. 89, for example) and claim the following result:
THEOREM 3. Zf the function G (t, r) satisfies G (t, r) = 0 when a < t < 7, L(G)=0
(forth e independent variable t) when t > r > a, and (the derivatives being with respect to t), then G is the Green's function for the initial value problem L(D)u = f, u'"(a) = 0 for r = 0, 1, . . . , 1 -1.
It is a simple matter of verification to see that, once G is known, L(D)u = f has a solution
u(t)=ltG(t,T)f(T)d7 a
which, together with u(')(a) = 0, r = 0, 1, . . , , Z-1, is the defining property of G.
THEOREM 4. The Green's function for the initial value problem of Eq. (1) is given by G(t,T)=Xe J(f-r)Y T for t > r, where X, Y are the matrices of Jordan chains of L(h), L(A)T used in Theorem 2, and J is the corresponding Jordan matrix.
Proof, Differentiating with respect to t we have
L(G)=(A,,X+A,XJ+*-.
+A,XJ')e'('-')YT=O, using Eq. (7). Then it is found that and the required initial conditions follow from the Corollary to Theorem 2.
n Combining Theorems 1 and 4, it follows that when L(X) is regular, a general solution to (1) can be written
where c E C, and can be determined by imposing the usual initial conditions of standard type, for example.
EXPLICIT SOLUTION OF THE INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM
We have seen that if L(h) is a regular A-matrix, then the general solution of L(D)u = 0 is u(t) = Xe% for some In-vector c. We have also noted that in the case of the standard initial value problem, there is a unique solution for c in terms of the initial vectors uO, ul,. . . , uI_ 1 [the matrix Q in (8) and (14) is nonsingular]. We are now to solve explicitly for c in terms of the ui. We treat the homogeneous case, but in view of (23), th is also yields the solution to the nonhomogeneous problem. Proof, The existence of a unique solution has already been established.
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We verify that (24) yields the appropriate solution. The vector c must satisfy c=Qc.
But, for a regular X-matrix, Q -' exists and is given by Eq. (11) in the form Q -' = R rB. The result is then obtained from (13) and (16).
Equation (24) For brevity, write V( y) = M& + N&,, and our problem is the boundary value problem qqu=j, V(u) =o, (27) for the case in which the homogeneous problem, L(D)u = 0, V(U) = 0 has only the trivial solution.
We have seen that every solution of L(D)u = 0 is expressible in the form u(t)=Xe% for some cECrn, so the boundary condition V(U) = 0 implies
where Q is given by (14) . Since this equation is to have only the trivial solution, we may assume that the In X In matrix MQe"' + NQeIb is nonsingular. In this case, the unique solution of (27) is given by u(t)=/br,(t,T)f(T)dr (I Proof. It is easily seen that G inherits conditions (a) and (b) from G, for any K (7). For condition (d) observe that V(G) =0 if and only if V(Xefi)K (7) = -V( G,). As in (28), this may be written
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(31)
We have seen that our assumption on the homogeneous problem implies that the matrix on the left is nonsingular so that a unique K is obtained. The analytic dependence of K on T [through V (G,)] is clear.
Finally, with u defined by (30) we have V(U) = 0 from condition (d), and
L(D)u=L(D)( /bC,jt,7)f(7)dT+XeJtjbK(r)f(7)dr). (I D
The first integral reduces to f by virtue of condition (c) in the lemma, and L(D)XeJt= (E~=,&X./")eJt is zero because of (7). This completes the proof. 
A SECOND ORDER PROBLEM
As an important special case of the foregoing analysis we consider second order problems: 
yielding a more explicit representation of the Green's function in (29). The condition on a, b and the Jordan chains of L(A) which is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a unique solution to our two point boundary value problem is, therefore, that the matrix (32) be nonsingular.
Sufficient conditions for this to be the case will now be formulated. First we make hypothesis Hi: There exist n X n matrices J, and J2 for which J-J1 G3 J2 and for which the associated 12 X n matrices of Jordan chains, X, and X,, are both nonsingular. This hypothesis is equivalent to asserting the existence of matrices si = XiJiXi_', i = 1,2,
